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Today, You Will Learn .  .  .

• How to offset the destructive effects of unworkable rule 
following, using present moment experience to create new 
“tracks”

• How to use present moment interventions to create flexible, 
focused attention and improve voluntary access to quiet mind

• A sequential approach to guiding your client through a present 
moment intervention
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Learning to C A R E 3



Remember the CARE Heuristic 4
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• Build expectancy
• Contextual interview
• Functional analysis
• In-session scaling

Experimentation
• Experiential and 

metaphorical goal 
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• Strategic change 
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Avoidance
• Workability
• Focus questions

Reformulation
• Case conceptualization

• Reprograming RGBs

• Create new tracks via 
present moment 
intervention



Pivoting: The Science Part

• Option 3: Teach the client new “tracks”, so that subsequent behavior can 
be brought under the influence of contingency shaped rules
• Learn to recognize the processes and products of mind in real time such 

that the client ”disproves” the consequences specified in arbitrarily 
created avoidance rules.

• Train robust, stable “I-Thou” and “Then, There, Now” verbal relations 
so as to create sustained contact with the present moment and produce 
a state of non-reactivity, acceptance and “soft” awareness of the 
“content” of mind (i.e., mindful awareness)
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Present Moment Awareness . . .The Sanctuary 6



The Functional Impact of Sustained Flexible 
Attention in the Moment (Context 3)

• Increases self-reflective cognition (sometimes called “meta-
cognitive” awareness)
• We can step back and take perspective on our reactions and action 

tendencies
• Generally associated with non-verbal forms of knowing, such as intuition, 

“gut level” choices, compassion, self-acceptance, inspiration, and 
transcendent experiences

• Allows us to recognize and escape from habitual patterns of 
cognitive fusion and rule following
• We can become aware of mental rules we are automatically following, 

create “space” and choose our chosen course of action
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Quiet Mind is Strengthened By Sustained Contact 
With the Present Moment (Mindfulness) 8



“But …The First Person You Meet When You 
Enter into the Present Moment is the Devil” 9



•Self-
compassion

•Describe

•Non-Judgment 
(Detachment)

•Observe
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Five Facets of Present Moment Processing



What Goes Into Contacting the Present 
Moment?

• The ability to simply observe experience

• The ability to simply describe what is observed without intervention

• The ability to practice non-judgment and let go of rule-based urges (“catch and 

release”)

• The ability to be compassionate toward the self, accepting flaws, mistakes

• The ability to utilize distressing, unwanted private experience to promote value 

based actions
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The Sequencing For Present Moment Pivots

1. Interrupt avoidance behaviors
2. Create emotional amplification
3. Ask client to “hold still” and focus on present moment experience 

(Notice)
4. Ask the client to attach verbal labels to assist with discriminating 

among private events (Name)
5. Encourage a non-reactive stance toward suffering (Let Go)
6. Encourage client to “hold” self-evaluative content softly (Soften)
7. Ask the client to carry the avoided experience forward with a new 

meaning (Expand)
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Be Vigilant and Ready to Move In

Look for in-session avoidance behaviors: 

• Non-verbal clues: Looking down/away, sighing, sudden change of 
facial expression, lip curling or biting, clinching hands, body position 
changes, watery eyes, nervous movements

• Verbal clues: Changing the subject, changes in rate of speech, 
forgetting questions, not answering questions, direct statements 
about avoidance (“I don’t let myself think about it”; “I just want this 
to go away”) 
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Interrupt Avoidance Behaviors

Gently and compassionately “block the exit”: 
• Non-verbal strategies: Lean forward in your chair and make 

commanding eye contact, stay relaxed and look curious and interested

• Verbal strategies: Mention the behaviors you’ve noticed and ask, “What 
is going on right now, in this moment? Would you be willing to just lean 
into that and get into the room with it right now?”
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Turn the Volume Dial Up

Amplify avoided experiences:

Ask client to come back into the moment and re-contact what is there:

• “I noticed you kind of left the room just now. Something showed up. Can 
you come back into the room with me and just make contact with it?”

• “Can you just let yourself stay in contact with what is there? Can you 
just let it arise and kind of wash over you, without resisting?”
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Notice What Is There

Focus attention on present moment experience:

• Non-verbal strategies: Often, staying silent and maintaining soft eye 
contact will slow things down and allow the client to stay with you

• Verbal strategies: Don’t use a lot of words as this activates busy mind. 
Mostly, offer words of encouragement (“That’s OK”; “Just notice what’s 
there; I’m here for you”) or alter the pace or function of what the client is 
doing (“Say this very slowly”; “Let’s try having you stand up and create a 
physical posture that represents what is happening”)
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Name What is There

Describe the various private events in awareness:
• Non-verbal strategies: Maintain commanding eye contact, forward 

leaning orientation, sometimes you can move your chair and sit 
beside the client

• Non-verbal strategies: Use questions to elicit specific present 
moment experiences (“Can you describe what  is showing up right 
now?”; “What feelings are present?”; “What kind of thoughts are 
there?”, “Are there any images or memories?” “What sensations are 
you aware of in your body?”)
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Let Go of What Hooks You

Encourage a non-reactive, non-judgmental stance:
• Non-verbal strategies: Make good eye contact; lean forward; 

maintain soft, low voice tone
• Verbal strategies: Encourage client to simply let what is in 

awareness to just be there and avoid temptation to engage in 
struggle (“Would you be willing to just let that be here for now?” “No 
need to do anything at all with this. Just see it for what it is.” “If 
you notice yourself wanting to run away or struggle, just notice the 
urge and notice it pass.”)
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Soften Into Your Own Pain and Imperfections

“Hold” harsh, self-critical narratives with compassion:
• Non-verbal strategies: Lean forward, use soft eye contact, low but assertive voice 

tone and pace
• Verbal strategies: Encourage client to consider self-acceptance instead of self-

loathing  (“This is maybe the most painful thing you can run into; it is what you fear 
most about yourself. It might even feel like it will be the end of you if you make 
contact with it. Can you hold this like you would your own child?” “Would you be 
willing to have this imperfection or flaw and see it as a necessary part of you?” “Is it 
possible that many souls on planet earth are dealing with the same flaw that is 
troubling you?”)
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Expand With The Wisdom That Pain Brings

Carry avoided experience forward with new meaning:
• Non-verbal strategies: Again, assume a relaxed but focused 

conversational posture, maintaining soft eye contact

• Verbal strategies: Explore the connection between current suffering 
and values. (“If this thing isn’t something you must avoid like the 
plague, could it help you grow into a wiser, kinder human being?”
“What would you do differently in your life if you had the wisdom of 
knowing that your experience of this pain has honor?”)
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Reversing The Spin: Practice Pivoting 21
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Sonata’s Four Square 
Not Working Working

Actions 
Context

Lots of Behavioral avoidance 
with Mom:
• Gets angry and hangs up, 

doesn’t answer 
phone/texts

• Doesn’t share concerns 
with friends (takes care of 
people)

• Neglecting her love life?
• Over invested (?) in work 

life

• Practices meditation

• Works out regularly

• Loves her job
• Has good relations with 

co-workers
• Active with friends

• Good life style habits

Private 
Events 
(TEAMS & 
RGBs)

Lots of fusion and emotional 
avoidance:

• Feeling sad must be 
controlled or prevented

• Seems emotionally 
constricted and “spacey”

• Blames mother for 
producing her feelings, 
justifying being mad

• Ruminates about why 

Reformulation Targets:

• Wants to be more 
compassionate with 
mother

• Meditation and 
acceptance of her 
disappointment in hopes 
versus reality of 
relationship with mother?



Skill Practice: Present Moment Intervention 
with Sonata

• Practice a 10 min present moment sequence with Sonata

• Start With:  “I wonder if there was a recent interaction with mom where these 

thoughts and feelings showed up for you. You know, the thought that she is not 

really that interested or curious about me as a person, even though I’m her 

daughter. And then the feelings you experienced in that moment. Can you put 

yourself back into that exact moment, as if you are first hearing what she said 

that triggered you?” (Give her a minute or so and just make sure she is 

”there”—then start your sequence with: “So, what is showing up inside of you 

as you make contact with your mom in that moment?”
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